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Proposed Yaringa Development Wins
Environmental Approval.
Exciting times. The Federal Government has given its environmental approval to the
proposed development of the Marina. This is a significant hurdle overcome and means
that the commencement of construction
is now significantly
closer.
This achievement is a
testament to the
determination of
Stefan Borzecki owner of Yaringa Boat
Harbour.
Proposed Holiday Apartments overlooking new marina.

The proposed development includes a doubling in the number of wet berths, a 400
boat dry stack, 180 holiday apartments, Community Centre and upgrading of the existing marina. In addition new professional offices commercial and retail spaces will be
created to further enhance the boating related services available to Yaringa customers.
It is expected that
during its construction in excess
of 200 jobs will be
created and over
80 permanent
jobs once finished.
For those interested concept plans
are available in
the Marina Office
to look at.
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New Arrivals at Yaringa


Ian White owner of a Benetau
Oceanic 30.



Ray Flatters owner of an Adams 40
called Time Traveller



Troy Mcfarland and his 42ft trawler.



Harry McGain with his Cray Boat.

Welcome
Emma Comisso our new accountant. Emma is a local girl who has a
broad range of accounting experience. Emma works Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.

VALE.

Proposed expansion to marina wet berths

More Undercover Sheds To be Constructed.
Due to demand we have obtained Town Planning approval to construct another 10
undercover sheds for trailer boats. It is anticipated that the sheds will be completed by
the beginning of November. Any one interested in reserving a spot should contact the
office and get their names on the waiting list.

Our thoughts and condolences to
the family and friends of Darrell
Smith who was tragically killed in a
motor bike accident on his way to
Yaringa.

Channel Marks To Watsons Inlet.
We are currently lobbying Parks
Victoria to upgrade the channel
marks for Watsons Inlet. This includes additional marks and
lighting of marks. We will keep you
updated on progress as it occurs.

New Summer Season Trailer Boats.
With the new season about to start now is the time to ensure your boat and trailer are ready for use. As the regulars already
know when the warmer weather comes and the fish start biting the ramp gets very busy. To ensure the safe and efficient
launching and retrieval of boats it is important that trailers in particular have
been maintained. The Boat Harbour maintains the right not to launch a boat
where the trailer is deemed unsafe. This means:






The trailer must have an operating winch with a secure, operating winch
cable;
Trailer wheels and bearings must be fit for use;
Tyres must be inflated;
Wheel mudguards must be fitted and structurally sound; and
The trailer frame must be structurally sound.

All of these things are designed to ensure the smooth operation of the ramp.
If you believe any of the above need attention then I encourage you to fix it now rather than be disappointed when you come
to want to use your boat.
Ramp rules.
A quick reminder on the rules and etiquette of the ramp and getting your boat launched and retrieved.
1.

A minimum of one hour is required to book your boat for launch however we appreciate as much notice as possible. If you
want your boat launched before 8.00am then you must book your launch before 4.00pm the afternoon before. Bookings
after 4.00pm will be launched after 8.00am the following morning.
2. There is a limited number of holding pens available for launches before
8.00am. These are allocated on a first in basis. Once the available number
of berths has been allocated we will advise you what time the next morning
we will be able to launch your boat.
3. It is important that when you book a launch time that you keep that booking as boats are docked according to their booked/required time.
4. When you return to the ramp watch for the staff member who will direct
you to where they want you to dock.
5. Do not dock your boat in the day berths next to the ramp if you are not
ready to have your boat immediately retrieved.
6. Boats will normally be retrieved as they arrive back at the ramp. If you are
not ready to be retrieved on arrival then your boat will be retrieved at the
Lyda Ryal from Tea Tree 2012
convenience of Harbour staff.
7. If you return after 5.00pm dock your boat “nose in” with the motor up as this signifies to the morning staff to retrieve your
boat.
8. It is important that you wash your boat as quickly as possible to allow it to be put away and clear the concrete apron.
9. During the peak periods there is limited concrete apron available and it may not be possible to have boats left for extended
periods for you to work on.
10. Under no circumstances is any owner to fuel their boat in the day berths. If you bring your own fuel you are required to
wait until you are clear of the marina to fill your tank.

Cleat Hitch
The Cleat Hitch is the best way to tie a boat to a dock. It is a quick and easy method of tying a rope to a
cleat on a dock or boat that is also easy to untie. Learn the Cleat Hitch if you own a boat or even if you
don’t. It is amazing how many boat owners do not know this easy and essential boating knot. This knot
ties and unties quickly and neatly. You will impress everyone if you tie this knot when handed a rope at
the dock!
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Hard standing
Over the past 10 years Yaringa Boat Harbour has experienced significant growth in the
many different aspects of the business. One of these is the area of Hardstand. This
includes both short and long term.
Hardstand probably conjures up a wide range of different images for different people.
Here at Yaringa it could mean any of the following:







An area for building a boat from scratch;
An area for the long term restoration of a boat;
An area for long term storage of a boat;
An area for the medium term for the refit of a boat;
An area for short term storage for the annual maintenance of a boat; and
Probably a dozen other things.
We have been evaluating the most
efficient and cost effective way of
organizing the various hard standing
yards that we have to meet the
needs of owners and their boats.

Both Travel Lifts Hard at work.

In addition with the proposed development commencing in the near
future there is a need to ensure that
we are able to continue to service
the needs of boat owners.
Clearly hard standing areas can be
broadly divided into marina precinct
and non marina precinct.

Boat Maintenance
Rob’s Advice
Everyone likes their boat to look the
very best. The best maintenance plan to
preserve the shine and condition of your
gelcoat involves using two steps; Clean
and Protect.
Cleaning your Vessel’s Gelcoat
Use specially designed cleaners
- don’t use household detergents or cleaners. A lot of them
are abrasive and can scratch as
they clean.
There are many good products
on the market for gelcoat cleaning and preservation. One example is the Top Gear range of
cleaners and polishes.
The Top Gear Hull Clean gets
excellent reviews for removing
the toughest of stains from
your gelcoat without damaging
it.

Protect Your Vessel’s Gelcoat

Marina Precinct.
This area will be utilized for short
term hardstand. As this area is extremely limited charges will be higher.

After cleaning thoroughly your
gelcoat needs to be polished
and sealed. Polish is designed
to protect your gelcoat from
ultra-violet rays and the harshness of the elements associated
with the marine environment.

Non-marina Precinct.
Long term hardstand. Typically for
yachts this will be mast down.
Charges for boats in the non-marina
precinct areas will be lower.
2 large catamarans at Yaringa.

This year we commenced the first move towards this new structure for new customers to the boat harbour. Existing customers who have continued under the old structure will be migrated to the new structure from the 1 July 2014.

1. Take a turn around the base of the cleat, and then bring the line over the top of
the cleat.
2. Wrap the line back under the arm of the cleat opposite the first turn, then back
over the top of the cleat.
3. Wrap under the first arm a 2nd time and then back over the top of the cleat. You
have now made a figure eight pattern over and around the cleat. Now form an
under hand loop and slip that loop over the arm of the cleat, which pins the free
end under the last wrap.
4. Pull the free end tight and you have the neat, tidy and secure Cleat Hitch.

For a nice glossy shine, use a
good quality gelcoat polish and
top it off with a gelcoat sealer
to seal in the shine.
Once you have done this all you
need to do is regularly wash your
boat to keep it looking good.

Alternatively you can contact
HOGGY’S Mobile Boat Detailing on 0425 851443.
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Rules of the Marina.

Yaringa Boat Harbour Business
JNC Marine

This months rule reminder deals with the control of
maintenance of the mooring lines within the Yaringa
Boat Harbour. The recent strong winds are a stark reminder of how important this is.

Owner Julian Cox completed his apprenticeship with Hart Marine. His experience there included building state of the art
maxi-racers (including a Sydney to Hobart line honours winner) and exotic material builds such as the exciting pilot boats
now in use around the world.

Rule 1.17



A qualified boat builder with 20 years experience Julian specializes in rejuvenating boats including fiberglass repairs, resprays, complete re-fits and anti-fouls. Julian prides himself
on the quality of work whilst still providing excellent value for
money.
A licensed PropSpeed agent, Julian is also able to meet the
needs of power boat owners.

Vessel owners must ensure that mooring lines,
fenders and boarding equipment are of adequate
quality and maintained in good workable condition. The maintenance of vessel mooring lines is
the responsibility of the vessel owner. In the event
that the Harbour Manager shall consider the mooring lines inadequate or unsafe, these mooring lines
will be replaced at the owner’s expense.

If you have a fiberglass boat that you want to return to its
original glory give Julian a ring on 0414 228 601 for a no obligation free quote.

Joke of the Month.

Sheryls’ Recipe Corner.

Old Sailors Life:

Prawn and Potato Curry

An old sea captain was sitting on a bench near the wharf when a
young man walked up and sat down beside him. The young man
had spiked hair and each spike was a different color…. green, red,
orange, blue, and yellow.
After a while the young man noticed
that the captain was staring at him.
“What’s the matter old timer, never
done anything wild in your life?”
The old captain thought for a while and
then replied, “Got drunk once and
married a parrot. I was just wondering if
you were my son!”

If you have any jokes that you are happy to share with other
Yaringa Boat Harbour users email it to info@yaringa.com.au
a Bottle of red wine for every joke used.

Quote of the Month—For all the boat
builders at Yaringa.
“It does not matter how slowly you go so long as
you do not stop.” Confucius

Ingredients













1 tbs sunflower oil
1 onion, thinly sliced
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped
1 long red chilli, seeds removed,
finely chopped
2 tbs Thai red curry paste
12 small chat potatoes
400ml coconut milk
400g peeled green prawns
1 tbs fish sauce
1 tbs lime juice, plus lime wedges to serve
Thai basil and coriander leaves, to garnish
Steamed rice, to serve

Method
Step 1 Heat the oil in a deep frypan or wok over medium heat.
Add the onion and cook, stirring, for 2-3 minutes until softened
but not coloured. Add garlic and chilli and cook for a further
minute, then add curry paste and cook, stirring, for 1-2 minutes
until fragrant. Add potatoes, coconut milk and 400ml water.
Bring to the boil, then reduce heat to low and simmer for 10
minutes until potatoes are almost tender.
Step 2 Add prawns and cook for 2 minutes or until prawns are
cooked through and potato is tender, then stir in fish sauce and
lime juice. Remove from the heat and stir through basil and
coriander.

Contact Details:
Phone No.: (03)5977 4154
Fax No.:
(03)5977 3156
Email: info@yaringa.com.au
www.yaringa.com.au

Step 3 Serve the curry with rice and lime wedges to squeeze.

